CHANGING LIVES TOGETHER IN
THE GREATER MILWAUKEE SYNOD
Last year, Lutheran Social Services touched more than 130,000 lives
all around Wisconsin and Upper Michigan. With the support of congregations in the
Greater Milwaukee Synod, we’re blessed to be able to meet the needs of the most
vulnerable members of your communities with an array of programs and services.
Here’s a look at the diversity of programs we offer within the Greater Milwaukee
Synod. We’re proud to report a 97% client satisfaction rate with our services.
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LSS IN ACTION
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When Jonalyn was nine, her father left her at the House of Refuge orphanage in the Philippines. He told
her he would return for her. She waited for him for five years, then asked to become part of our Philippines
Ambassadors adoption program. Through this special LSS program, volunteer “ambassadors” travel to the
Philippines to get to know a group of older, adoptable children; then, the return to Wisconsin to act as their
adoption advocates.
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel ran an article about the Ambassadors and the children in the Philippines.
The article, and Jonalyn in particular, caught the attention of Joel and Sharon Tomski, who had already
adopted four boys from the Philippines. “What do you think?” Joel asked his wife. “I think she’s our daughter,”
said Sharon. They provided Jonalyn with a forever family, and she has enriched their lives.
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During 2015, 59 congregations and church organizations in the Greater Milwaukee Synod gave a total of
$128,564; we are grateful for these gifts, which make the LSS ministry possible. Thank you.
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